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Dear Roger. 

When we spoke a few minutes ago I did not believe it wise to tell, you what 
follows. There were acme things I had to get done first so I could not get this in 
this morning's mail" 

I have to shield my source and my knowledge, as I'm sure you'll understand. 
Itr knowledge is very recent insofar as what follows represents it. 

The surveillance  on me has becalm& more extensive than in my most paranoid 
momenta I've suspected. It hats extended to some of those with whom I amt in contact. 
Note that I am not saying that it does or does not include you It does include both 
phone and mail. The files have been seen. 

This is separate from anything we've diacuesed in the past. 

Say in addition to. 

It is not by accident that I mention no agency. Do not take this to mean or not 
to mean OW. 

You might want to film requests for files on you. If you do think of this I 
suggest you should think carefully. 

It you do, include every agency you can think Of where it is possible. Not 
jest the FBI and CIA. Ands 

Vie the Privacy Aot, too, because under it you gannet be aseeseed search fees.. 
andwhat you are given does not waive your tights to peaty; 

Address at each earner POIA/PA Officer; 
Include FCCA/PA Bequest on envelope; 
Specify, files or records of any nature whatsoever and from any source; 
Ask for dietrobutian made, if mil 
Ask for authority and if lam entaroamente purpose is later invoked, ak 

ask what law 
Ask if part of another interest (like me of even CBS but do not say this); 
Have they records of deetrOred records? 

Maybe it is good to ask the Post Office Department, too. They are supposed to 
have copies of the "watch lists" if they don't always. They lied to me. 

Toward the end of last year I ()aught an *Willman% malfunction oa may Ammo. The 
phone omPOSAlknetkmop itepromiee to make an issediste seltehheeri check. Tor 
lied about the reeseemi for not doing lt.- 117 awn infonaation, tram the beet of possible 
sources, is that what baivened bad to be a malfunction having to do with a direct tap. 
lit could not have been a simple equipmentlfunction. There was a later childish 
check of the immolation here by a clearly antagonistic g4r. The phone oompnay has 
refused to  give me illindtiog What they told an verbally, that there is no intrusion 
on my line. 


